Case Study—Sword Active Risk

Email Migration
for a Complete
Solution
Minimalism and Efficiency.

Making the most of Office
365 as a complete solution
Cloud Know How worked closely with Sword Active Risk to complete
their move from Google Apps to Office 365 by migrating Gmail to
Outlook, keeping to a tight time-frame with minimal impact on users.
Sword Active Risk provides a market leading Enterprise Risk
Management software solution, Active Risk Manager (ARM),

Overview

for Operational Risk Management, Project Risk Management,

The Need

Providing their clients with a software solution that is designed to drive

Sword Active Risk wanted to migrate their email
solution from Gmail to an integrated platform that
would better meet the company’s needs; providing
better functionality, enabling higher productivity
levels and easier collaboration between employees.

The Solution
Migrating resources to Office 365, which offers a complete
all-in-one solution, including the migration of Sword
Active Risk’s existing email platform to Outlook.

The Benefit
A solution that perfectly fits Sword Active Risk’s
business needs, makes their admin much more
straightforward and that saves them money.

Governance and Compliance, and Opportunity Management.

business performance, it is imperative that Sword Active Risk themselves
have a seamless internal system that allows them to work as efficiently and
effectively as possible, in order to meet their clients’ demanding needs.

Why Cloud Know How?
When Sword Active Risk approached Cloud Know How about their email
migration plans, they had already begun moving their business systems from
Google Apps over to Office 365. Grey Matter had provided the licensing
provision for their Office365 and so were the natural choice for the next step.

“They are a pleasure to do business with. They’ve
proven to be very knowledgeable and competent
in their field, and have shown a great commitment
in getting the job done to a very high standard.”
John Frain—Sword Active Risk.

Case Study—Visia

The Move
from
IaaS to PaaS
Custom Support for Developers.

Overview

Improving the developer–
customer relationship
Visia were looking to employ a managed service that
would enable them to save money, as well as provide
a more streamlined service for their clients.
As a solution, Cloud Know How proposed moving Visia
to Microsoft‘s Azure PaaS Service. This would cut the
company’s management costs whilst providing them with an
environment that was much newer and more easily integrated
with Microsoft Visual Studio, one of the suites they were
using. New features available on PaaS like Deployment Slots,

The Need

which allow the simultaneous running of live and testing

Visia Software Limited wanted an Azure solution

huge benefit to Visia and, as a result, their customers.

that would take away many of the management
stresses and costs that come with an Infrastructureas-a-Service (IaaS) cloud solution and place
it in the hands of a third party CSP.

The Solution
Cloud Know How assessed Visia’s existing
environment and suggested the move from
IaaS to Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS).

The Benefit
By switching to a PaaS solution Visia could benefit
from reduced maintenance responsibilities and costs,
whilst also being able to provide their clients with a
better service through smarter use of Azure services.

systems on one resource, were also identified as being a

In addition to finding a Microsoft Azure PaaS solution for
Visia, Cloud Know How were also able to ensure that this
solution was scaled to Visia’s needs making the solution even
more cost effective. Cloud Know How created a custom script
for Visia that was programmed to analyse Visia’s traffic flow,
which then enabled a scaling solution to be implemented.

“Cloud Know How offered Visia Software a level
of expertise in Azure that allowed us to optimise
our software and make use of scalability. We are
now able to offer a superior performance for our
clients during peak times, while making savings by
cutting unnecessary costs during quieter periods.
We would recommend Cloud Know How to any
organisation considering using Microsoft Azure.”
Mitch Thraves–Visia Software Ltd

Case Study—Vardell

From Legacy to
the Cloud
Modernising your business.

Overview
The Need
Vardells Ltd were faced with having to update their
hardware and Exchange environment in order to
better service their clients in the retail industry, to
whom they provide software and hardware support.

The Solution
Rather than updating their existing legacy
hardware, it was more cost effective to move
away from on-site Exchange and employ a hybrid
cloud solution with Microsoft Office 365.

Modernising businesses
to maximise profitability
Cloud Know How worked closely with Vardells to
devise a cost-effective, versatile environment that
allowed Vardells to better service their customers
and work in a more flexible way internally.
Vardells Ltd has supplied the retail industry with Electric Point
of Sale (EPoS) and warehouse management solutions for
over 30 years in the form of their Vardells Retailer System.
Providing their clients with comprehensive software
and hardware support is part of their complete service
and to continue doing this to the best of their ability,
Vardells needed to upgrade their existing internal legacy
hardware environment. Working on an Exchange 2007
server operating on outdated hardware, Vardells were
looking for a cost-effective way to move to Microsoft
Office 365 rather than update their existing hardware
and system, which required significant maintenance.

Why Cloud Know How?

The Benefit

Having being recommended by their software

Massive time and cost savings, as well as being

with Cloud Know How for this new project.

able to work in a more flexible way, in turn
providing better support for their clients.

and licensing provider, Vardells made contact

“… after discussions we decided they were the
people we wanted to use to migrate us to O365
with a split on-site and cloud solution.”
Neil Beadman—Systems Support Manager, Vardells Ltd.

Case Study—Purcell

Moving from
Azure to a CSP
Creating a Custom Azure Environment.

Overview

No Maintenance,
Improved Usability
Cloud Know How worked closely with Purcell Radio
Systems to design and deploy a new Azure environment
with a SaaS solution that took away maintenance worry
and cost, whilst promoting a better end user experience.
Purcell Radio Systems Ltd supply task management and
auditing software to large FM companies that provide soft

The Need

services, such as catering, to the NHS. Being able to have this

Purcell Radio were prompted by their clients to start

Purcell in terms of accessibility, and their clients in terms

hosting their software on the cloud. After setting up their
own Azure platform they soon realised that they needed
a cloud solution that offered greater flexibility in terms
of payment options, as well as stability and speed.

The Solution
After an initial consultation, Cloud Know How
was able to re-design and build a new Azure
environment for Purcell Radio, moving them
to a Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) solution.

The Benefit
By moving to SaaS, Purcell Radio Systems are now able
to efficiently keep their clients’ software up to date and
provide remote support, and benefit from a solution
that is entirely managed and more cost effective.

software on a hosted platform provided benefits for both
usability. Having initially setup their own Azure platform on
a pay-as-you-go subscription, they quickly found that the
payment options available to them were limited, and that
the overall speed and stability of the solution was lacking.
Contacting Microsoft UK to find a better Azure solution to fit
their needs, Microsoft UK recommended that they switch to a
CSP and offered a number of service providers’ contact details.

“After a conversation with the team we felt
that they would be able to provide the support
and technical know how we needed.”
Shawn Foster—Purcell Radio Systems

